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Abstract
The persistent challenge of insufficient food, unbalanced nutrition, and deteriorating
natural resources in the most vulnerable nations, characterized by fast population
growth, calls for utilization of innovative technologies to curb constraints of crop
production. Enhancing genetic gain by using a multipronged approach that combines
conventional and genomic technologies for the development of stress-tolerant
varieties with high yield and nutritional quality is necessary. The advent of next-
generation sequencing (NGS) technologies holds the potential to dramatically impact
the crop improvement process. NGS enables whole-genome sequencing (WGS) and
re-sequencing, transcriptome sequencing, metagenomics, as well as high-throughput
genotyping, which can be applied for genome selection (GS). It can also be applied to
diversity analysis, genetic and epigenetic characterization of germplasm and
pathogen detection, identification, and elimination. High-throughput phenotyping,
integrated data management, and decision support tools form the necessary support‐
ing environment for effective utilization of genome sequence information. It is
important that these opportunities for mainstreaming innovative breeding strategies,
enabled by cutting-edge “Omics” technologies, are seized in Africa; however, several
constraints must be addressed before the benefit of NGS can be fully realized. African
breeding programs must have access to high-throughput genotyping facilities,
capacity in the application of genome selection and marker-assisted breeding must be
built and supported by capacity in genomic analysis and bioinformatics. This chapter
demonstrates how interventions with NGS-enabled innovative strategies can be
applied to increase genetic gain with insights from the Consortium of International
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Agricultural Research (CGIAR) in general and the International Institute of Tropical
Agriculture (IITA) in particular.
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1. Introduction
Africa  is  the  region  with  the  highest  prevalence  of  hunger  and  malnourishment.  The
persistent  challenge of  insufficient  food,  unbalanced nutrition,  and deteriorating natural
resources in the most vulnerable nations, characterized by fast population growth, calls for
utilization  of  innovative  technologies  to  curb  constraints  of  crop  production.  Major
revitalization of agricultural research in Africa is needed to underpin necessary increases
in  sustainable  productivity  in  anticipation of  the  increase  in  population and changes  in
climate.  Since many of  the clonally propagated crops grown in Africa,  such as  cassava,
yams, bananas, and plantains, and seed crops, such as cowpea, tef, sorghum, and millet,
are not commonly consumed as food outside of the region, researchers in Africa have the
responsibility to devise innovative breeding strategies for these crops. African agriculture
is  characterized by  subsistence  farming by  smallholder  farmers  growing various  locally
adapted crops, many of which are considered understudied or “orphan” crops. These crops
are vital for providing nutrition and income to resource-poor farmers, particularly in the
face  of  confounding  climatic  and  soil  constraints.  A  regular  supply  of  high-yielding
nutritional varieties that respond to the changing biotic and abiotic stress environment is
required.  Conventional  plant  breeding  has  contributed  tremendously  to  increased  crop
yields; however, the rate of genetic gain over the past few decades has been relatively slow
for  a  number of  reasons,  including the lengthy breeding cycle,  a  characteristic  of  many
clonally propagated crops [1].  Enhancing genetic gain entails a multifaceted approach of
combining conventional and new technological advances [2,3].
The Consortium of International Agricultural Research, abbreviated as CGIAR, in collabora‐
tion with partners, is spearheading agricultural biotechnology research in Africa [4]. Several
consortium research programs (CRP) are performing collaborative research on more than a
dozen staple food crops of developing countries, including vegetatively propagated root,
tuber, and banana (RTB), about seven grain legumes, and four dryland cereals. These crops
support the livelihood of hundreds of millions of resource-limited farmers and traders in
developing nations. The vegetatively propagated RTB crops (cassava, yam, potato, sweet
potato, banana, and plantain) share many breeding challenges, including pathogen transmis‐
sion from one generation to the next, polyploidy, low fertility and multiplication rates, and
long breeding cycles. These can best be addressed by exploiting synergies across crops and
technologies to increase genetic gain per unit time. Furthermore, the attainable yield potential
of extensively studied crops such as rice, maize, wheat, and soybean are considerably lower
in developing countries owing to unique production constraints in Africa calling for unique
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intervention, including genomics. Declining costs of DNA sequencing have triggered a surge
in research on crops of local or regional importance and, with time, should translate into
increased yields and yield stability, thus reducing the reliance on a smaller number of major
crops [2,5–7].
This chapter initially outlines current and prospective genomic resources pertaining to Africa’s
staple crops, and then discusses how genomics strategies in the era of high-throughput next-
generation sequencing technologies are being applied to increase genetic gain in developing
countries with insights from CGIAR in general, and IITA in particular.
2. NGS-based omics resources: Current and prospective
2.1. Whole-genome sequencing
Knowledge of a crop genome sequence is fundamental for understanding biochemical and
physiological processes that govern plant traits and the way in which they respond to
environments- and biotic and abiotic stresses. The rapid evolution of genome sequencing
technologies [8] has resulted in an explosion of genomic information, the sequencing of a vast
number of plant genomes, and opportunities to apply this to crop improvement, e.g., through
the development of genome-wide marker assays [9,10]. In the rapidly changing landscape of
life science technologies, a number of new disciplines have emerged, particularly for deci‐
phering gene function and metabolic pathways; these include transcriptomics, proteomics,
metabolomics, small RNAomics, epigenomics, interactomics, together with the corresponding
development of bioinformatics tools and databases to support these. It is important to ensure
that, as our understanding of biological processes increases, this is translated into enhanced
agricultural productivity through research for development (R4D).
The genome sequences of many major world crops have been completed in the past decade,
as well as a few crops of specific importance to the developing world, including cassava, yam,
tef, pigeon pea, and peanut, while many still remain to be sequenced [11–13]. A drive to
sequence more crop plants, particularly orphan crops of Africa, is in progress. A recent public
and private sector initiative called African Orphan Crops Consortium (AOCC, http://africa‐
norphancrops.org/) aims to sequence, assemble, and annotate the genomes of 100 traditional
African food crops.
The cost of DNA sequencing per raw million bases fell from $8,000 to $0.1 between 2001 and
2013 according to Wetterstrand, K.A. (http://www.genome.gov/sequencingcosts/) cited in [8].
With the advent of the third-generation sequencing technologies, the cost is expected to reduce
still further while the speed, quality, and throughput increase exponentially. Currently, most
of the staple food crops that IITA is working on have been sequenced or are being sequenced
(Table 1). The focus is thus on post-genomics analysis such as genome annotation and
describing gene functions as applied to crop breeding. With a fledging bioinformatics capacity,
and a network of partners in advanced laboratories as well as collaboration in the CRP of
CGIAR, the breeding programs in IITA are moving toward molecular breeding for enhanced
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genetic gain with the aim to transfer these innovative genomics-assisted breeding schemes to











Maize Zea mays ssp mays
B73
Poaceae 2,300 39,656 10 [15]
Soybean Glycine max,
variety Williams
Fabaceae 1,115 46,430 20 [16]
Cowpea Vigna unguiculata Fabaceae 620 5,888 GSRs 22 [17]
Cassava Manihot esculenta Euphorbiaceae 770 30,666 18 [18,19];
Banana Musa acuminata
(ssp. malaccensis)
Musaceae 523 36,542 22 [20]
Yam* Dioscorea rotundata Dioscoreaceae 594 21,882 20 [21]
Cacao Theobroma cacao
cv. Matina
Malvaceae 430 28,798 20 [22]
*At the time of the writing, manuscript is in preparation. Preliminary results were presented at an international conference.
Table 1. Current status of whole-genome sequences of IITA mandate crops
2.2. NGS-based genotyping and marker analysis
Massively parallel sequencing technology enabled high-throughput genotyping at an unpre‐
cedented scale. Whole-genome sequencing and re-sequencing of genome and transcriptome
have yielded hundreds of thousands of single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers in
several crop plants, including orphan crops. In recent years, diverse next-generation-based
reduced representation protocols have been developed for the simultaneous discovery and
generation of massive, genome-wide SNP data that have been applied to linkage mapping,
quantitative trait locus (QTL) analysis, diversity studies, genome selection, and population
genetics [14]. Protocols for reduced representation can be optimized to any species with or
without a reference genome sequence [15]. The most widely used strategies for complexity
reduction genotyping are restriction-site-associated DNA (RAD) [16] and genotyping by
sequencing (GBS) [17], and diversity array technology (DArT)-seq, which combine complexity
reduction methods and utilize a microarray platform [18]. All have been optimized for multiple
plant species.
GBS protocols allow for a high level of multiplexing of up to 384 samples in one sequencing
reaction, making it presently the most inexpensive and scalable assay with a library construc‐
tion less complicated than RAD [19,20]. Researchers in developing countries presently focus
on multiplex genotyping platforms such as GBS for genotyping cassava, yam, banana, maize,
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and cowpea for diversity analysis and molecular breeding. However, the deployment of such
SNP markers in forward breeding, where only a few specific markers are tracked, entails the
selection of suitable, cost-effective assays from a wide array of genotyping platforms such as
fixed arrays or flexible singleplex assays [21]. Conversion of SNPs of interest into one of the
above platforms requires bioinformatics analysis pipeline to design and optimize an assay. In
the CGIAR systems, the Kompetitive Allele-Specific PCR (KASP) genotyping assay is widely
applied (e.g., [22]). New initiatives are being developed to establish a cost-effective genotyping
hub aiming to reduce the cost of data points by fivefold. Multiplex genotyping assays such as
GBS, RAD, and DArT have been successfully used to identify SNP markers associated with
the trait of interest in understudied crops. Examples include disease resistance in lupin [23],
pepper [24], cassava [25,26], and beans [27].
Reduced representation sequencing (RRS)-based genotyping methods have the drawback of
missing mutations at the recognition site of the restriction enzymes used [19]. The use of other
enzyme combinations could circumvent this problem by altering the library construction [20,
28]. In addition, the accuracy of base calling in complex polyploids and heterozygous indi‐
viduals, of which there are several examples within the root and tuber staple crops of Africa,
can also be problematic. Given the rapid pace of advances in both the chemistry of sequencing
such as the advent of the third-generation sequencing with longer read length and shorter
assay time [29] and informatics pipelines (viz. imputation), the cost and accuracy of sequence-
based genotyping are anticipated to decline in the foreseeable future.
2.3. NGS-based gene expression analysis
Transcriptomics is the study of the complete set of transcripts in a cell, and their quantity, for
a specific developmental stage or physiological condition [30]. The transcriptome includes all
RNA molecules, including mRNA, rRNA, tRNA, small RNAs, and other noncoding transcri‐
bed RNA and can vary with external environmental conditions. Transcriptomics studies often
try to catalog these transcripts, as well as determining the transcriptional structure of genes,
in terms of their start sites, 5′ and 3′ ends, splicing patterns, and other posttranscriptional
modifications. By quantifying the expression levels of specific transcripts under different
conditions or development stages, transcriptomics can help to understand the functional
elements of the genome, including cellular processes and biochemical signaling pathways.
Two main approaches have been used: based on hybridization and sequencing. Cassava is one
of the very few African staple food crop to which microarrays have been applied [31–36].
Although hybridization approaches are relatively high throughput and inexpensive compared
to the alternative expression assays, they do have technical limitations and require a priori
knowledge of gene transcripts. NGS with its advantages of exceptional throughput and
relative affordability has now enabled sufficient depth of sequencing for the study of whole
transcriptome in a comprehensive manner. This method, termed RNA-Seq (RNA sequencing),
has clear advantages over other existing approaches and is fast becoming the most popular
method for analysis of eukaryotic transcriptome [30]. RNA-Seq also provides a far more precise
measurement of levels of transcripts and their isoforms than other methods. To date, the
majority of applications of RNASeq to Africa’s staple crops have focused on understanding
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natural host responses to plant viruses. RNA sequencing was used to identify 700 uniquely
overexpressed genes in the cassava brown streak disease (CBSD) resistant variety under
cassava brown streak virus (CBSV) infection [37]. Although none of the overexpressed genes
corresponded to known resistant gene orthologs, some belonged to hormone signaling
pathways and secondary metabolites, both of which are linked to plant resistance. Similarly,
the transcriptome of South African cassava mosaic virus-infected susceptible and tolerant
landraces of cassava (12, 32, and 67 days post infection) was investigated [38]. Significantly,
they found that susceptibility was mediated by transcriptome repression, rather than induc‐
tion, and many R-gene homologues were repressed throughout infection in the susceptible
individuals. In another study, NGS was deployed to investigate the role of miRNAs in plant
growth and starch biosynthesis [39,40]. IITA and partners have completed an RNA-seq study
in yam for the purpose of assembling the whole-genome sequence of Dioscorea rotundata and
annotating predicted genes [41]. In addition, RNA-seq-based transcriptome has revealed rice
genes involved in the signaling pathway for resistance to Striga [42] that may in turn shed light
on the mechanism of resistance in other African crops that are vulnerable to Striga (e.g., maize,
sorghum, and cowpea). Illumina-based sequencing of transcriptome from four underutilized
leguminous crops has led to the development of markers for phylogenetics and comparative
mapping [43]. NGS was used in modified bulk segregant RNA-seq (BSR-seq) method to clone
a mutant gene in maize [44].
In addition, RNA-seq has been used successfully to address several production constraints of
orphan crops [45–47], and it is envisaged that this will be a popular approach in the future.
Other areas of interest for application of this technique are to understand the mechanism of
Striga tolerance in maize and cowpea, yam anthracnose resistance, flowering and sex deter‐
mination in yam, and drought tolerance in several crops (maize, cassava, cowpea). A single
RNA-seq experiment involves taking samples at different stages of growth, tissue, and
replicates. Multiplying the aforementioned factors by the number of crops and the number of
traits per crops results in numerous libraries, which implies high assay cost. In this light, having
in-house capacity to construct the libraries will significantly lower the cost and allow proper
control of the experiment.
2.4. Bioinformatics and database
The field of bioinformatics has faced an unprecedented challenge, as a result of the new high-
throughput technologies, particularly NGS, which has redefined the last decade of research in
biology [48]. However, these technologies would never have made such progress without the
attendant advances in the field of bioinformatics. Sequencing DNA and RNA has become so
cheap and so vast that NGS is now a basic technology for many fields of research in medicine,
basic research, as well as research in agriculture. In agricultural research, NGS is applied in
whole-genome sequencing (WGS), whole-genome re-sequencing (WGRS), transcriptomics,
metagenomics, and reduced representation sequencing for high-throughput SNP genotyping
[15,21,28,29,49]. A genome sequence becomes only useful for biological applications when the
genome is annotated and genes are described and their functions revealed [50]. Besides the
functionality of genes, the variability of the genome of different varieties of a species is
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important to understand the different properties a species can demonstrate [13,51]. This last
point together with the functionality information is a very important opportunity to support
and improve breeding activities in crops of economic importance [52].
An extensive review of NGS data analysis is beyond the scope of this chapter. An insight into
the status of NGS analytical tools and cross-references (articles, books, and dedicated issues
of journals) are provided in a recent review [8]. The authors classified the NGS software tools
into four general categories – alignment of sequence reads, base calling, and/or polymorphism
detection, de novo, and genome browsing and annotation – and cited that a gamut of packages
have been developed for each category by Barba et al. [8]. Of course, as the sequencing
technology evolves, the bioinformatics software tools and algorithms have to be developed to
keep pace with them. Likewise, workflow and various analysis strategies and challenges have
been described for metagenomics [53–55].
The focus of this chapter is the application of NGS to the improvement of crops that are the
mainstay of hundreds of millions of people in the developing world. Presently, the major
application of NGS is genotyping by GBS and RNA-seq in crops such as cassava, yam, maize,
banana, and cowpea, among others. Using these technologies necessitated the establishment
of a moderate bioinformatics platform at IITA not only to serve basic bioinformatics needs but
also to support the genotyping efforts in the aforementioned crops. The platform hosts the
basic bioinformatics tools such as alignment and basic sequence analysis tools. For the data
analysis of NGS data, the server is equipped with tools for de novo assembly [56] and mapping
[57] as well as specific needs such as genotyping by sequencing [17], transcriptomics [58],
noncoding RNA (ncRNA) [59,60], DNA methylation [61,62], and metagenomics [63] as new
horizons to accelerate genetic gain.
It is worthwhile to describe some applications that are routinely run in IITA to support the
research activities of IITA because, ultimately, the technologies are transferred to partner
national research programs. GBS is a very cost-efficient genotyping approach by reducing the
complexity of the genome and increasing the number of genotypes per sequencing round.
There exist several bioinformatics pipelines to clean and analyze such data. IITA installed
Tassel5 [64] and GATK [65] as the most useful tools. The Tassel plug-ins are assembled to a
full automatic workflow to produce a filtered variant call format (VCF) file [66]. With Tassel,
the bioinformatics server of IITA is able to easily analyze more than 5,500 genotypes in parallel
having approximately 1.2 TB compressed sequencing data available. The analysis runs over 2
days using at most 250 GB RAM. The analysis picks about 350,000 SNPs, which get reduced
by filtering to about 170,000 high-quality SNPs, which are a reasonable number for down‐
stream analyses such as population genetics and clustering as well as QTL analysis. The same
workflow for genotyping is now applicable for different plant species, and analyses have been
performed for cassava, Dioscorea, maize, and planned for Musa.
A workflow using Picard Tools and GATK is under construction and will be available for any
kind of DNA sequencing data. IITA is also in the process of establishing a pipeline for the
analysis of RNA-seq data using several available Illumina RNA sequencing data sets from
contrasting genotypes. As a reference sequence was available, three different analyses were
performed: a de novo sequence assembly to discover new unannotated genes or new alterna‐
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tive splice variants; mapping on the reference genome to elaborate the expression level of
known, annotated genes; and the differential expression of selected genes between different
genotypes. Such studies will become increasingly important for modern breeding programs
since especially biotic and abiotic stresses are clearly regulated by different mechanisms other
than purely genetic variations.
First experiments were conducted to study the DNA methylation profile on the model plant
Arabidopsis to study epigenetic changes upon biotic stresses. A whole set of tools were installed
and in-house scripts developed to analyze data derived from whole-genome bisulfide (BS)
transformation [67]. The BS transformation converts non-methylated cysteine into a uracil and
later, after polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification, into a thymine, whereas the
methylated cysteine remains a cysteine. Since this technique is looking for single-nucleotide
events and since the genomic code is “falsified,” there is the need for a high-quality reference
and specialized mapping strategies and statistics for the methylation calling [68]. The availa‐
bility of a good-quality reference genome sequence of cassava and whole-genome re-sequenc‐
ing of several clones of interest prompted DNA methylation profiling for some relevant
cassava varieties. In this pilot study at IITA, currently in progress, the aim is to reveal dynamic
methylation events under biotic and abiotic stresses to gain information on possible epigenetic
markers for the next-generation breeding programs.
With the development of NGS noncoding RNA (ncRNA), especially the smaller species
became very easy to detect, and many studies demonstrated that these ncRNAs are important
players in gene regulation, regulation of DNA and histone methylation, and defense mecha‐
nisms in plants. ncRNA profiles are also important for diagnosing and characterizing virus
infections in plants [69]. The virus infection triggers a defense reaction where a cascade of host
ncRNA are involved, but also small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) corresponding to the viral
genome are found in the plant extract. These endogenous ncRNA and the viral small RNA
fragments can easily be detected by NGS. At IITA, we have the expertise and software suite
of tools to search and analyze any plant ncRNAs or virus siRNAs. Again biotic and abiotic
stresses in plants have a specific profile of expression of different species of ncRNA, and at
IITA, we study this phenomenon to create information and tools to improve the breeding
programs.
2.5. Genome editing
Genetics relies on the analysis of mutations and the phenotypic variation they cause to correlate
precise sequence changes to particular genes of interest. With the help of genetic engineering
techniques, desired traits can also be introduced into plants not expressing them naturally.
However, the use of genetically modified crops is hindered by health, environmental, and
ethical concerns. Genome editing with site-specific nucleases is the most advanced technology
for precise and effective genome engineering, which promises to revolutionize applied
research for crop improvement [70,71]. It involves the insertion, elimination, or replacement
of a fragment of DNA at desired locations in the genome, by using engineered nucleases that
create specific double-strand breaks (DSBs) and stimulate cellular DNA repair mechanisms.
There are currently four classes of targetable nucleases discovered and bioengineered that are
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used to create site-specific DSB: zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs), transcription activator–like
effector nucleases (TALENs), clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat
(CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated (Cas) RNA-guided nucleases (RGNs), and engineered meganu‐
clease, also known as homing endonucleases [72–75].
Over  the  past  few  years,  all  of  the  above  nucleases  have  been  used  to  create  target-
specific mutations in model and crop plants,  albeit with some limitations. In all  cases, a
continuing issue is the delivery of all the reagents efficiently and functionally to the cells
or organisms under study. The CRISPR/CRISPR-associated protein 9 (Cas9) tool seems to
overcome some of the shortcomings of the other methods [76,77]. Successful examples of
targetable  nucleases  application  are  reported  for  Arabidopsis,  tobacco,  rice,  maize,  soy‐
bean, barley, cabbage, and bunchgrass by using different delivery technologies, including
T-DNA plasmid from Agrobacterium, protoplasts and embryonic callus manipulation, and
subsequent plant regeneration [70,78–82].
Targetable nucleases are attractive alternative biotechnological tools for trait manipulation and
breeding in crop plants. By means of targetable nucleases, mutations can be produced in a very
specific manner, and known mutations can be transferred between cultivars or breeding lines
without disrupting a favorable genetic background. Although genome editing approaches are
relatively new and not yet widely applied, their advantage in terms of safety, robustness,
speed, and precision over the classical mutagenesis and breeding is undisputable [75].
Targeted genome editing using artificial nucleases, combined with accurate gene expression
analyses, has the potential to accelerate plant breeding by providing the means to modify
genomes rapidly in a precise and predictable manner [71] and to restore lost traits through
reverse breeding [83]. Although genome editing has not yet been applied to African staple
crop species, there is no doubt that this technology will assume a great importance particularly
for genetic improvement of asexually propagated crops with limited flowering ability [71].
Furthermore, technologies based on targetable nucleases offer the opportunity to overcome
the major concerns of the general public about transgenic crops since the organism with the
edited gene do not contain the foreign DNA. In particular, the absence of extra copies of DNAs
upon nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ)-mediated gene knockout makes the final plant
comparable with those arising from natural mutations. However, the development of dedi‐
cated international legislations is required to effectively promote a wide application of genome
editing technologies for crop improvement [70,84]. As knowledge is gained about plant
genome organization and gene functions are revealed, the potential of genome editing could
be mainstreamed to broaden the genetic base of crops.
2.6. Targeting Induced Local Lesions in Genomes (TILLING) and NGS-based mutation
detection
One of the factors contributing to slow genetic gain in breeding of vegetatively propagated
crops is the narrow genetic base of the source population. This is a result of clonal propagation
as opposed to sexual reproduction, which limits recombination. TILLING (Targeting Induced
Local Lesions in Genomes) [85,86] provides an alternative approach for creating novel
variation in these crops [87,88]. Rare alleles harbored in germplasm collections and wild
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species can be accessed by TILLING and EcoTILLING by sequencing. TILLING may lead to
the development of functional markers for screening-associated traits through marker-assisted
selection (MAS). The technique of TILLING using high-throughput mutation discovery has
already been applied successfully to more than 20 plant species [89].
A wide spectrum of mutation detection assays, ranging from heteroduplex analysis with high-
pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC), screening with labeled primers, electrophoresis,
microarray, the use of fluorescent dye-labeled primers assayed on ABI genetic analyzer have
been used. However, these methods are generally slow, costly, and labor intensive. Applica‐
tion of NGS has been shown to be a cost-effective mutation detection system by re-sequencing
the gene of interest in mutagenized plants [90,91]. The availability of genome sequence enables
the use of reverse genetic approaches to identify mutations in specific target genes, thereby
accelerating the generation of novel phenotypes. Comparative genome analysis methods offer
the opportunity to select target genes involved in biosynthetic pathways and networks of
traits/phenotypes of economic importance. The use of multidimensional pooling of DNA
samples enables screening of DNA pools for multiple independent mutations in any target
gene using NGS, which provides a cost-effective assay. This has led to the discovery of rare
mutations in rice and wheat, termed TILLING by sequencing [92], tef [93], and in animals [94].
Different sample pooling schemes for NGS, which further enhance the power of NGS in
processing multiple samples in parallel have been developed [95]. In light of the rapidly
evolving sequencing technology together with a plethora of sample pooling schemes, com‐
bined with bar coding, it is feasible and imperative to apply TILLING by sequencing to
understudied crops of Africa. A direct application of NGS to detect mutant regions in a
segregating population of rice has been demonstrated in a method called MutMap [96].
2.7. QTL identification
This section discusses how NGS can be used to enhance QTL analysis. Following the advent
of first-generation molecular markers such as restriction fragment length polymorphism
(RFLP), random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD), and amplified fragment length
polymorphism (AFLP), numerous studies in many crop species were launched to identify QTL,
but for quantitative traits, affected by polygenes with small effects, limited success was
attained in terms of application [97]. One of the explanations [98] for the limited exploitation
of QTLs is the issues associated with the acquisition and summarizing of plethora of QTL
information.
The rapid advance in next-generation sequencing technologies and the wide array of ultrahigh-
throughput and cost-effective genotyping platforms have created a multitude of new possi‐
bilities for QTL mapping using large early-generation populations and high-density markers.
Variants of NGS-based QTL identification methods, such as X-QTL, MutMap, QTL-seq,
SHOREmap, and NGM, have been reviewed elsewhere [99]. Among the various NGS-based
QTL mapping approaches, QTL-seq, the whole genome re-sequencing-based mapping of QTL
[100], can successfully be applied to dissect key quantitative traits underlying biotic and abiotic
stresses in major African staple food crops such as cassava, yam, tef, and legumes. One of the
essential requirements for QTL-seq is the availability of a quality reference genome and
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mapping populations. The technique has been applied to rice where the whole genomes of
two pooled rice DNA samples with contrasting phenotypes each in F2 and recombinant inbred
line (RIL) populations were re-sequenced, after which the short reads were aligned to the
reference sequence to calculate an SNP index. QTL were declared at positions where the SNP
were different from the reference and had an SNP index value of 1. The analysis uses careful
filtering of spurious SNPs. Conventional QTL mapping verified the candidate QTLs detected
by the QTL-seq, and the method was validated by simulation analysis. QTL-seq has also been
used in cucumber to map a QTL involved in flowering trait [101]. Likewise, the deployment
of QTL-seq for rapid identification and fine mapping of QTLs was reported in chickpea [102]
and sorghum [103].
In IITA, there are ongoing projects aiming to apply this technique to mapping of QTLs
controlling disease resistance (e.g., anthracnose and yam mosaic virus), as well as root quality
traits such as starch content. In cassava, the approach of genome-wide association study
(GWAS) and conventional QTL mapping in F1 populations is being pursued to identify
markers associated with key traits, including yield, dry matter, quality, and resistance to
disease.
2.8. Metagenomics
Metagenomics is the direct genetic analysis of genomes contained within an entire community
of organisms such as a microbial community, and makes use of NGS technologies and
bioinformatics tools [104]. The advent of metagenomics has revolutionized the study of
microbial ecology, evolution, and diversity. In plant pathology and virology, metagenomics
has contributed to the sequencing of genomes within infected plants and has led to the
detection of many RNA and DNA viruses and/or viroids. Other areas of application include
ecology and epidemiology as well as functional genomics of pathogens, and the culture-
independent analysis of a mixture of microbial genomes [8,105,106].
The application of metagenomics in crop improvement is discussed below in the disease
diagnostics section as the majority of plant metagenomics studies, as applied to agriculture,
relate to virology. However, there are substantial shotgun metagenome sequencing studies
that investigate microbial communities in soil and plants and other environmental samples
[105,107–109]. The challenges of analysis are being addressed gradually [55,104]. The analysis
pipeline for metagenomics follows major steps such as raw data quality checking, filtering,
assembly, taxonomic classification, abundance estimation, and relative quantification of
taxons [53,54].
With growing experience in NGS data analysis and a fledging bioinformatics critical mass,
IITA and partners are moving toward the application of meta-omics (-genomics, -transcrip‐
tomics, and -proteomics). In the context of African agriculture, the rapidly evolving field of
metagenomics will have a significant impact in revealing the diversity of microorganisms, and
in describing the relationship between host-associated microbial communities and host
phenotype. The declining cost of sequencing and the associated analytical tools will likely
create the opportunity to develop cost-effective and efficient diagnostic kits to address the
challenge of multiple infections (pathogenic races and strains) in the major crops such as
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cassava [110], banana [111], and yams [112]. Survey of the incidence and distribution of viruses
infecting these crops makes it one of the important tools for understanding the microbial
genetics, physiology, and community ecology. The benefit of metagenomics extends to
agriculturally important microbes, both disease causing and beneficial, in plant and animal
production.
3. Application to crop improvement
3.1. Molecular breeding
The role of molecular markers in facilitating selection has substantially increased in the past
three decades. The rapid accumulation of genomic resources provides researchers with an
unprecedented wealth of information to access and manipulate genetic variation that is useful
for crop improvement [113]. Genomics-assisted breeding is expected to enhance the accuracy
and efficiency of breeding programs to deliver superior cultivars for sustainable agriculture.
The ultrahigh throughput and decreasing cost of genotyping have elicited concepts such as
genomics-assisted breeding [52] and breeding-assisted genomics [114]. Currently, the new
paradigm among the Consortium of International Agricultural Research Centers
(www.cgiar.org) is to mobilize “Omics” and bioinformatics-enabled interventions to assess
the level of available genetic variation, to broaden the genetic bases by creating new intra- and
inter-species variations, to construct new cultivars with combinations of desirable and novel
traits in more efficient and effective selection schemes. The ultimate goal is to accelerate genetic
gain, which will contribute to improved food and nutritional security, in an environmentally
sustainable way, in low-income countries.
The unprecedented scientific and technological progress in the fields of genomics and
bioinformatics can successfully be harnessed to benefit smallholder farmers in developing
countries. In the face of limited agricultural inputs in developing countries, genetic improve‐
ment can play a crucial role in raising crop productivity in an environmentally sustainable
way. Spurred by steadily declining costs of genotyping and unparalleled progress in compu‐
tational abilities, modern genomic tools and processes are being used to devise an efficient and
effective breeding strategy. The prominent constraints to breeding progress are slow genetic
gain, complex traits, and genotype by environment interaction. Besides these generic con‐
straints, neglected crops of Africa were affected by a paucity of genomic information until the
dawn of NGS.
It is now feasible to access genome-wide nucleotide variation by re-sequencing the whole
genome of thousands of accessions or by deploying one of the complexity reduction methods
to generate high-density, genome-wide SNP markers associated with key agronomic traits
attributed to quality, resilience to climate change, and biotic stresses. These technological
advances led to the design of experimental populations involving multiple parents, in addition
to the classical genetic mapping within specific biparental crosses. An overview of IITA’s (and
CGIAR’s) activities in addressing crop productivity and other agricultural problems has been
documented [4].
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Evidence is emerging that the massive availability and accessibility of genomic resources and
data management tools are paving the way for the deployment of innovative technologies to
accelerate genetic gain. A number of recent reviews analyze the potential benefit of the Omics
technologies to agricultural productivity and highlight various limitations that need to be
addressed [19,27,52,115].
The two major approaches in the new paradigm of molecular breeding are (1) MAS for highly
heritable traits and (2) GS for complex traits. These approaches involve the genotypic screening
of large numbers of individuals at an early stage, selection at the seedling stage, and extensive
phenotypic evaluation of fewer materials at a later stage. This reduced breeding cycles and the
cost of multi-environment testing. Strategies such as GS also allow simultaneous selection for
multiple traits through a selection index [52,116–119].
Broadly, there are two approaches to exploit QTLs. The first application is to detect large-effect
QTLs with linkage or association analysis, whereas approaches such as GS utilize the compu‐
tation of an individual breeding value based on genome-wide marker genotype, without
taking into consideration the single small-effect QTLs in the prediction model.
Numerous reviews, opinion articles, and research papers have addressed the benefit, chal‐
lenges, and prospect of GS crystallized in a recent review [113]. The salient features of GS
include benefits such as increased gain from selection, reduced breeding cycles, and thus
reducing cultivar development costs. Other advantages include utilization of genome-wide
markers, afforded by ultrahigh-throughput NGS assays (compared to predecessor approaches
to estimate breeding values), as well as the ability to target multiple traits for multiple
environments. In clonally propagated crops, an additional advantage is the use of historical
phenotype data to refine the prediction model.
Given the long cycle of breeding, African staple crops such as cassava are set to benefit from
GS approaches [117,118,120], where preliminary results have indicated reduced time of
breeding cycle and reasonable prediction accuracy in some traits. Various ways of refining the
prediction models via repeated phenotypic evaluations are being considered. Fig. 1 depicts a
1-year GS-based breeding cycle that is underway at IITA, Nigeria. The challenge in this
breeding scheme is, however, the situation of erratic flowering in some lines, which hinders
recombination of selected clones due to failure to flower. Addressing the biology of flowering
using genomics tools is imperative. In cereals, current studies are investigating at least two
key applications of GS in maize and wheat breeding programs – predicting the genotypic
values of individuals for potential release as cultivars and predicting the breeding value of
candidates in rapid cycle populations. Prediction accuracy is affected by genetic relatedness
of the populations and the heritability of the trait, where the prediction accuracy is lower in
complex traits [121].
Utilization of molecular technologies that have revolutionized commercial crop breeding can
be used as a proof of concept for adoption of such genomics-based prediction methodologies
[122,123] to improve trait performance in other less-studied crops [115,116]. These approaches
are being adopted in crops of importance in developing countries such as in maize and wheat
[121], rice [124], pulses (legumes) [11], cassava [118,120], cowpea [125], lentil [126], soybean
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[127,128], and pigeon pea [129]. With respect to the best practice for GS, various models are
being put forward [113]. Below is the rapid cycling breeding scheme for cassava, a long cycle
clonally propagated crop (Figure 1).
Figure 1. An overview of genomic selection-based annual breeding cycle implemented for cassava at the International In‐
stitute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) in Nigeria. In June, crossing blocks are planted with parents selected using genom‐
ic selection and crosses made between September and November. Mature seeds are germinated and transplanted in
January under irrigation. DNA is extracted from seedlings in March for genotyping by sequencing at the Genomic Diver‐
sity Facility (GDF). Raw SNP data are released to “Cassavabase” for further processing. Genomic-estimated breeding val‐
ues (GEBVs) are then calculated and used to select candidate parents for the next recombination cycle. The remaining
clones are also evaluated in clonal evaluation yield trials for variety development as well as for re-training the GS predic‐
tion model. Cassavabase (www.cassavabase.org): A bioinformatics infrastructure that integrates phenotypic data from
field trials, genotypic data, as well as statistical tools in a single, user-friendly, web-based, and reliable database [130].
Breeders can use the intuitive web-based interphase to calculate genomic-estimated breeding values (GEBVs) of individ‐
uals by selecting a training population for modeling and estimating genomic-estimated breeding values of selection can‐
didates (http://cassavabase.org/solgs). GDF: Genomic Diversity Facility (http://www.biotech.cornell.edu/brc/genomic-
diversity-facility) provides expertise and state-of-the-art support for genotyping by sequencing (GBS) projects, including
project optimization, library production, DNA sequencing, and data analysis.
It has now become evident that with advances in genotyping, fueled by NGS, phenotyping
has become the rate-limiting step in genomics-enabled breeding. Concomitant development
in phenotyping speed and precision is pivotal to associate genome with phenome [131] and to
enable routine cost-effective high-throughput precision phenotyping. Approaches to increase
throughput and quality of phenotyping range from automated and mechanized field experi‐
ment management, digital data capture, improved sample tracking methods, to deployment
of ground-based and aerial advanced technologies in imaging and remote sensing [132–135].
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Precision phenotyping has led to accelerated genetic gain by increasing heritability, mainly
through reducing environmental variation [116,131], and reduced cost of trait measurement.
Furthermore, robust and standardized screening protocols and the establishment of pheno‐
typing hubs for abiotic (drought, nutrient use efficiency) and biotic (pest and disease hotspots)
stresses are key elements for precision phenotyping to dissect the genetics of quantitative traits.
Leveraging existing data management and decision support tools to accommodate new data
types and analytical tools, including digitized data collection (e.g., personal digital assistant
(PDA), electronic field books) and sample tracking using bar codes, will be keys to the ultimate
success of genomics breeding in developing countries.
3.2. Genetic resource management and utilization
Genebanks  play  an  important  role  in  safeguarding  crop  genetic  diversity  against  the
ongoing  loss.  They  provide  genetic  variation  for  breeding  for  continued  adaptation  to
changing  environmental  conditions  and  consumer  demands  [136,137].  The  recent  prog‐
ress in DNA sequencing technologies that require less investment for generating large data
is  an opportunity  to  further  investigate  genetic  variation maintained in  the  large  germ‐
plasm collections held in trust by the CGIAR and increase the efficiency of genebanks. The
11 genebanks of the CGIAR conserve over 666,000 accessions of mainly food crops [138].
The International Institute of Tropical Agriculture (IITA) maintains over 28,000 accessions
of  major  food  crops  of  Africa,  namely  cowpea  (Vigna  unguiculata),  cassava  (Manihot
esculenta), yam (Dioscorea spp.), soybean (Glycine max), bambara groundnut (Vigna subterra‐
nea), maize (Zea mays), and plantain and banana (Musa spp.). The aforementioned, including
other  important  crops  in  developing  countries  [e.g.,  finger  millet  (Eleusine  coracana),  tef
(Eragrostis  tef),  enset  (Ensete  ventricosum),  grass  pea  (Lathyrus  sativus)  and  their  wild
relatives], were considered understudied [2]. Large-scale characterization of all accessions
and other genetic stocks is imperative to stimulate their utilization in breeding programs
[139,140].
Traditionally, genebanks have used morphological descriptors for germplasm characteriza‐
tion; however, these are highly influenced by environmental conditions and different stages
of plant development [141]. Moreover, the number of descriptors can be quite limited, thus
greatly reducing the power to distinguish consanguineous varieties [142]. Molecular marker
technologies have been widely applied for characterization and utilization of germplasm
in genebanks [143]. However, the marker systems used prior to the advent of NGS, which
sample a subset of the genome, have restricted applications mainly because of their limited
abundance in the genome.  NGS has enabled marker analysis  at  a  much higher density.
NGS-based genotyping,  such as  GBS,  has  been used for  genetic  diversity  assessment  of
cultivated yam and its wild relatives [144] and cocoa [145], as well as other crop species.
Breeding programs in the public and private sector deploy whole-genome fingerprinting
of inbreds, to get an insight into the haplotype-level genetic diversity [116,140,146].
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The advance in sequencing technologies is an advantage for efficient sequencing of large
collections that include poorly studied species in genebanks with larger analytical power
than the conventional molecular marker systems. Diversity assessments per se have huge
utility in terms of germplasm utilization, such as definition of heterotic groups that enable
breeders to make decisions in planning crosses for the population development. In addition
to diversity  assessment,  NGS-based technologies  are  likely to  impact  further  analysis  of
genetic variation, in terms of characterization of functional genetic diversity [148] and can
be applied to pre-breeding activities to boost utilization of genetic resources in breeding
programs [29,52,147].
NGS  can  also  be  applied  to  enhance  management  aspects  of  the  genebanks,  including
identifying  duplicates  and  identification  of  mislabeled  accessions,  both  of  which  are
common challenges in genebanks [148]. Diversity assessments using NGS could help guide
the need for further targeted germplasm collection and improve the development of subsets
of the collection, also referred to as core or minicore or diversity research sets, that would
further improve the efficient utilization of germplasm for cultivar development.
A strong genomics and bioinformatics platform will greatly facilitate essential elements of
genebank management, particularly the verification of accession identity, characterization
of  duplicates  in  the  collection,  and  diversity  analysis.  Furthermore,  rapid  genotyping
methods (e.g.,  GBS and WGS) will  be essential for allele mining and large-scale associa‐
tion of genotype–phenotype, which are taken together with methods of developing trait-
specific subsets, also referred to as core or mini core or diversity research sets, to greatly
enhance the  value of  the  collections  for  breeding and research.  In  particular  gene pool,
enhancement (pre-breeding) will be strengthened in terms of both base broadening within
a species and use of crop wild relatives for the integration of key traits. Such approaches
can be applied not only to staple crops but also to obtain rapid advances in the improve‐
ment of underutilized and under-researched but important crops such as cocoyam, winged
bean, and African yam bean.
3.3. Breeding data management
The adoption of new Omics technologies by breeding programs in developing countries
can  contribute  to  the  enhancement  of  breeding  efficiency.  There  is  a  growing  effort  to
harness  advances  in  bio-computational  methods  and  information  and  communication
technology (ICT) to successfully utilize diverse phenotypic, environmental, genomic, and
other metadata to provide decision support tools at various stages of the breeding pipeline.
Modern breeding schemes such as GS and MAS involve a deluge of genotype data such
as GBS-derived SNP markers,  advanced statistical  analysis to compute GEBV, and large
amounts of high-throughput phenotype information, all of which require efficient informat‐
ics  tools,  automated data  analysis  pipelines,  and decision-making tools  for  analysis  and
integration. Efficient utilization of such unprecedented volumes of genotypic, phenotypic,
and other data entails development of informatics,  database, and decision support tools.
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Access to affordable genotyping platform by scientists  in developing countries has been
realized  through  various  bilateral  research-for-development  projects.  However,  it  is
inconceivable to make progress without modern breeding tools and management process‐
es that will facilitate the integration, analysis, and decision-making tools. One initiative that
aims at providing some of these tools is the breeding management system (BMS) devel‐
oped and promoted  by  the  integrated  breeding  platform (IBP)  (https://www.integrated‐
breeding.net/breeding-management-system).  The  service  of  BMS  is  delivered  by  IBP
regional hubs that are strategically located throughout developing countries and hosted by
partner research institutions such as IITA in Nigeria. The hubs provide support for adoption,
customization,  and use  of  BMS and related  services,  mainly  through capacity  building,
technical  support,  and  crop-specific  expertise.  Presently,  IBP  comprises  ready-to-use
information and tools for over 10 crops, including diagnostic markers and trait dictionaries.
In today’s Omics era, web-based, peer-reviewed molecular databases and web servers abound
[149]. An annual issue of the journal “Nucleic Acid Research” is dedicated to databases and
web servers and documents a wide spectrum of databases, including a substantial number on
plant databases. A comprehensive list of genomic resources (platforms and databases) relevant
to genomics-enabled crop improvement, including genome sequences of crop plants, has been
published recently [12]. Table 2 provides a partial list of deployed or planned breeding-
relevant technology and tools currently in use. The Kazusa marker database [150] features
genomics and genetics information for 10 plant species, whereas SolGenomics is a portal for
several solanaceous plant species [130]. These and other breeders’ toolboxes such as Soybase
and MaizeGDB can serve as a starting point for comparative analysis of orphan crops with
limited genomic resources.
Developments of several other similar and complementary custom-made breeding toolboxes
are underway in various projects implemented in developing countries. A concerted effort by
multidisciplinary teams, galvanized by various consortium research programs (CRPs),
including national programs, are diligently working on development of pipelines for connect‐
ing diverse types of data to appropriate analytical tools and for processing imaging and remote
sensing phenotype data.
The multidisciplinary nature of modern plant breeding/genetic research is underpinned by
acquisition, analysis, and utilization of “big data” not only from field trials but also from
laboratory analyses. Laboratory analysis includes analytical chemistry for profiling nutritional
content and other metabolites, which entails efficient data management system. Moreover,
high-density genome-wide marker data generated from next-generation sequencing for
marker–trait associations as well as whole-genome expression profiling are increasingly being
utilized for crop improvement pipelines. A comprehensive open-access database comprising
phenotype and marker data, trial design, and analysis pipeline is a must-have to aid in
streamlined integration of various data from plant breeding, including phenotypes recorded
from field trials; genotypic data, gene expression, and analytical chemistry requires reliable
and user-friendly database. Such a database must also have inbuilt quantitative genetics
analysis tools/pipelines that would allow breeders to not only store and retrieve raw data but
also calculate breeding values and selection index, design crosses, as well as field trials.
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Moreover, discovery research such as QTL mapping can be done on the database through
implementation of genetic mapping methods.
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Tomato, pepper, potato, coffee, Nicotiana,
Petunia, and other solanaceous plants
http://solgenomics.net/ [159]
Soybase USDA, Soybean Genetics
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Iowa State University
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including genome sequences, maps,
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http://maizegdb.org/ [161]
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Joint Genome Institute
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*BMS, hosted by IITA as a regional hub for integrated breeding platform (IBP), is a suite of interconnected software specifically designed to
help breeders manage their day-to-day activities through all phases of their breeding programs.
Note: Other CGIAR-driven initiatives include Genomic and Open-source Breeding Informatics Initiative (GOBII), Integrated Genotyping
Service and Support at Biosciences eastern and central Africa (BECA)/International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI), and Shared Indus‐
trial-Scale High-Throughput Genotyping Facility for delivering high-density genomics breeder’s tools and low-cost genotyping services.
Table 2. Partial list of crop- or project-specific databases and breeder’s toolboxes relevant to breeders in developing
nations that are in use or in progress.
4. Disease diagnostics and monitoring
Plant diseases are caused by a wide array of pathogens, including viruses, bacteria, and fungi.
A combination of techniques, including microscopy, serological [e.g., enzyme-linked immu‐
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nosorbent assay (ELISA)], and molecular (e.g., PCR) techniques, are used in detection and
identification of pathogens associated with major diseases of African food staples. Conven‐
tional methods of virus diagnostics, using antibodies and PCR, often lack the sensitivity to
detect viruses that exist in low abundance and emerging viruses with unknown genomes.
Therefore, next-generation deep sequencing approaches and bioinformatics analysis can be
used for de novo assembly of virus and viroid genomes, to perform reliable characterization
and diagnostics of known and unknown viruses and viroids [112,154,155]. In the wake of NGS
technologies, powerful and high-throughput novel approaches, such as metagenomics, have
been developed and widely used to analyze nucleotide sequence of microbial populations in
plant samples (see section 2.8) [8,105,156]. In particular, deep sequencing of small RNA families
such as short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) can be used to identify and reconstruct any DNA or
RNA virus genome and its microvariants with the help of bioinformatics tools [155,157].
Furthermore, the application of NGS can be extended to insect vectors for discovery and
characterization of insect viruses [109].
The potential use of NGS technologies for diagnostic programs in quarantine and certification
of some fruits have been demonstrated (reviewed in [8]). Existing diagnostics tools that are
deployed in several clonally propagated crops (cassava, yam, banana) for quarantine moni‐
toring during exchange of planting material can be enhanced using NGS. In IITA, diagnostic
tools have been combined with digital data capture tools for real-time surveillance and rapid
diagnosis. This has been put to use for monitoring pathogens of cassava and banana in East
Africa.
5. Conclusions: Prospects and perspectives
The productivity of staple food crops of hundreds of millions of people in developing countries
is stagnating or diminishing as natural resources are depleted as a result of overcultivation
and poor resource management, among other factors. Genetic improvement is heralded as the
best option to enhance crop productivity, resilience to climate effects, and nutritional quality.
The effective and efficient application of advanced biosciences tools and products holds
substantial promise for enhanced agricultural productivity, improved livelihoods, and better
prospects for food and nutrition security in Africa, where less-studied crops are grown as
staples [114,115,158]. Genomics-enabled breeding will enable scientists to more effectively tap
into the wealth of genetic variation in landraces and wild relatives for novel traits.
Next-generation sequencing has evolved to the third generation of sequencing technology and
boasts even longer read length, shorter run time, and lower cost per unit data [21]. Applications
of NGS are broadening at a remarkable pace from whole-genome sequencing and re-sequenc‐
ing to transcript sequencing, metagenomics, and methylome sequencing. Thus, the application
of NGS in agriculture is now vital to breeding, diagnosis, evolution, ecology, and basic
functional genomics. SNP markers are already becoming the predominant marker types in
modern breeding strategies [21,29]. Additional outcomes include the dissection of biochemical
and genetic mechanisms or metabolic pathways underlying agronomically important traits,
leading to a better understanding of how the genome and phenome are related [114].
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The ultrahigh-throughput capacity of NGS platforms and the commercial scale of automated
pipelines make it cheaper to outsource genotyping services such as GBS and RAD. Capital
investment in state-of-the-art genomics facilities in all laboratories is not prudent for several
reasons. However, establishment of shared resources at regional and subregional center of
excellence, such as BECA, is fully recognized by stakeholders. The West Africa Biotechnology
Initiative (WABI), copromoted by IITA and subregional organizations such as CORAF/
WECARD (West and Central African Council for Agricultural Research and Development), is
promoting such an idea and mobilizing resources toward this goal. This is likely to reduce
turnaround times for GBS samples, and raise the quality of cDNA libraries.
Mainstreaming this highly promising but complex and rapidly evolving next-generation
breeding scheme entails continuous training and effective information sharing. Although
recent scientific progress heralded the era of molecular breeding, most public sector research‐
ers in Africa are far from harvesting the fruit of the technological advances.
Reasons for this range from limited awareness of the technological advances to lack of adequate
infrastructure, knowledge, and limited resources that are required to make use of markers in
crop breeding. In recent times, that trend is changing as research institutions operating in
Africa (international, regional, and national systems) strive relentlessly to accelerate the
adoption and application of advanced biosciences tools in support of the region’s agricultural
transformation. WABI is striving to establish a center of excellence to promote the adoption of
biotechnology to enable innovative approaches, resulting in increased crop yield. Availability
of training and service platforms in various subregions of Africa (e.g., West and Central, East
and South) will not only make it more affordable and accessible to the users and trainees in
the continent but also focus more on the needs that are specific to the region’s research.
Developing in-house capacity for GBS data analysis pipeline, NGS library construction, and
automated DNA extraction is fundamental for routine applications of GS/MAS in breeding
programs. The spectacular diffusion of ICT throughout Africa, particularly mobile phone
technology and smart devices, paves the way for access to web-based education and genomic
resources. Given the poor connectivity in developing countries, however, developing Internet-
free databases and tools is necessary in the interim.
Efficient data management systems are a prerequisite for applying genomic information by
international, national, and private sectors involved in improving the rate of genetic gain in
crops. WGS and assembly require advanced instruments, skilled personnel, and strong
computational capacities. It also requires improvement of assembly and continual annotation
of genes as more and more information is generated by whole-genome re-sequencing or
functional genomics. Integration of genomics information with other phenotypic and envi‐
ronment data also requires strong skill in programming and database development. Moreover,
processing of big data requires basic programming skills in order to automate routine data
manipulation and processing needs. Thorough knowledge in bioinformatics will afford the
ability to apply comparative genomics with the aim of extending the power of genomics to
orphan crops with little DNA sequence information.
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The bioinformatics infrastructure at IITA can serve as a model for similar start-up bioinfor‐
matics units at the national program. Such platform hosts most of the standard bioinformatics
tools to deal with any kind of sequence analysis, including shotgun and targeted DNA/RNA
sequences. Importantly, analysis pipeline for GBS data is very essential for routine application
of genomics in selection schemes.
Such an effort demands full engagement and transformation in the policy of national programs
and other stakeholders. As expressed in previous views [52,159], relevant short-term and long-
term training and institutional capacity building should be intensified. Academic institutions
need to revise their curricula to develop expertise in NGS data analysis and bioinformatics.
The participation of the fledging private sector also needs to be boosted.
It is clear that certain activities such as efficient DNA extraction and associated databases and
decision-making breeding tools may need to operate at local levels; other activities such as
GBS, SNP genotyping for forward breeding, NGS, and training may need to operate at regional
levels; and curation of whole crop databases and development of analysis tools may operate
at global levels. It is vital that communication occurs at all of these levels and across levels,
including international institutes, NARS, and universities, and that the system remains
responsive to the rapidly changing scientific environment, if NGS is to close the yield gap of
staple crops in Africa.
6. Acronyms
AOCC; African Orphan Crops Consortium
BMS; Breeding management system
BS; Bisulfide
Cas9; CRISPR-associated protein 9
CBSD; Cassava brown streak disease
CBSV; Cassava brown streak virus
CGIAR; The Consortium of International Agricultural Research
CORAF/
WECARD; West and Central African Council for Agricultural Research and Development
CRISPR; Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat
CRP; Consortium research programs
DArT; Diversity Array Technology
DSB; Double-strand breaks
GBS; Genotyping by sequencing
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GDF; Genomic Diversity Facility
GEBV; Genomic-estimated breeding value
GS; Genome selection
GWAS; Genome-wide association study
IBP; Integrated breeding platform
ICT; Information and communication technology
IITA; International Institute of Tropical Agriculture
KASP; Kompetitive Allele-Specific PCR
MAS; Marker-assisted selection
NARS; National agricultural research systems
ncRNA; Noncoding RNA
NGS; Next-generation sequencing
NHEJ; Nonhomologous end joining
PDA; Personal digital assistant
QTL; Quantitative trait loci
R4D; Research for development
RAD; Restriction-site-associated DNA
RGN; RNA-guided nucleases
RRS; Reduced representation sequencing
RTB; Root, tuber, and banana
siRNA; small interfering RNA
SNP; Single nucleotide polymorphism
TALENs; Transcription activator–like effector nucleases
TILLING; Targeting Induced Local Lesions in Genomes
WGS; Whole-genome sequencing
ZFN; Zinc finger nuclease
WABI; The West Africa Biotechnology Initiative (WABI),
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